
Measurement Revision test
Instructions for students: Follow your teacher's instruction. 
Also, you can  attempt this test online and see your result.

 

Solve online

1. Cubits and handspan (6 m.)

Solve the problems:

1. When you measure a/an bottle using a ruler, the reading at one end  
shows 5.64 cm, and the reading at the other end shows 16.28 cm. Then,  
what will be the correct length of a/an bottle?

Answer: _____ cm

2. The length of a table in a class is 17.75 cubit. What is its length in metre (
m)?
Hint: 1 cubit = 7.23 cm

Answer: _____ m

2. Standard unit of length (5 m.)

1. The length of a wall is 6.08 m. Convert this value into (km).

Answer: _____ (km)

2. Reason out.
Why are hand span not considered as a standard unit of length?
Choose answers.

A) It does not give the exact length of an object
B) It is standard all over the world
C) Because it is an ancient measurement unit
D) Body parts were used for measurement
E) It varies from person to person

3. Measurement questions (4 m.)

Write short answers:

1. What is measurement?
Answer:

2. Why is it essential to have a standard unit of measurement?
Answer:
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3. Give a short note on length.
Answer:

4. Why don't we prefer elastic tapes for measuring length?
Answer:

4. Curved line measurement (10 m.)

1. Give a right answer:

Standard unit of measurement is known as the .

2. Match the column A with column B:
Column A Column B

I) Standard unit
A) unit
B) metric system
C) number

II) Fixed quantity
A) number
B) unit
C) metric system

III) Unknown quantity
A) metric system
B) number
C) unit

3. Place the procedure to measure the length of a curved line in correct order.

View solution

A) Now, measure the length between the marks of the thread
B) Mark the point where the curved line starts as A
C) Then, keep the thread on the metre scale
D) Place it along the curved line
E) Mark the point where the curved line end as B on the thread
F) Tie a knot at one end of the thread
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